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World Café exercise questions






European Union

1) Under what circumstances do children
come into contact with the police?
2) What are the differences between children
in contact with the law and adults in contact
with the law?
3) Why should children be treated differently
to adults in the policing context?

International and regional
instruments


UN Convention on the Rights of the Child
(UNCRC)




African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of
the Child (ACRWC)
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Ratified by Nigeria 19th April 1991

Ratified by Nigeria 23rd June 2001
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Underpinning child rights principles
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Non-discrimination (Article 2 UNCRC/ Article 3
ACRWC)
That the best interests of the child shall be a
primary consideration in all matters affecting
children (Article 3.1 UNCRC/ Article 4(1)
ACRWC)
The right to life, survival and development
(Article 6 UNCRC/ Article 5 ACRWC)
The right to be heard (Article 12
UNCRC/Article 4(2)/ Article 7 ACRWC)
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Non-discrimination


Direct discrimination: an individual or group is
treated differently because of a ‘protected
characteristic’.
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An example: Children from different ethnic groups
are held in different parts of the police station to
each other.
One area is dark, dirty, has no toilet facilities and is
largely ignored by the police officers.
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Non-discrimination


Indirect discrimination: there is a law, policy
or practice that applies to everyone without
obvious discrimination, but which affects
people differently.
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An example: All children who enter a police
station are required to remove headwear of any
type.
This disproportionately affects Muslim girls, who
are indirectly discriminated against.

What does ‘the best interests of the
child’ mean?


According to the UN Committee on the Rights
of the Child, the “best-interests assessment”
consists in evaluating and balancing all the
elements necessary to make a decision in a
specific situation for a specific individual child
or group of children.
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(General Comment No 14 (2003) para 47).
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Making the best interests
determination
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Remember that the ‘best interests’ are the
paramount concern
Draw upon previous experience but also
think of each child as an individual case
Listen to experts and others involved with
the child
Be sure to listen to the child for their views,
and to create an appropriate environment
that allows the child to be heard
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Police and the child’s right to life,
survival and development


Life





Survival





Protecting the child within the community
Providing food and water to children who are
involved in interviewing or held in custody

Development
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Protecting the child from harm by others, in the
home, community and police station
Avoidance of lethal force

Treating the child in a manner that protects their
welfare and dignity
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Right to be heard checklist


Language






Environment
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Interpretation services
Avoid complicated language
Avoid legal jargon
Is the space comfortable?
Is the space away from adults?
Is there ventilation? Light?
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Right to be heard checklist
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Logistics
 When does the interview take place? Is the child rested?
 Make sure each session does not last for too long, and that
breaks are included
Support
 Is there an adult supporting the child?
 Is it appropriate for the child’s parents to attend?
 Does the child have any additional needs that require
support
Checking assumptions
 If a child is very young, or appears to lack capacity, what can
be done to support them?
 If a child appears not to want to speak at all, can anything be
done to support them?
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Children’s rights in Nigeria
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UNCRC
ACRWC
Nigerian Federal and State Laws
Practice
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Child development involves…
Physical
Socioemotional

Relationships

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT

Self-care

Behavioural

Cognitive
Health
Identity
Linguistic
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Genetic/
biological
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Child development is…..
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Social
Physical
Intellectual
Communicative
Cultural
Emotional
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Child development and communication


Social → Communica on as part of rela onship building



Physical → Physical components of speech and
communication



Intellectual → Developing the ability to communicate
thoughts



Communication → Developing communica on skills of all
forms



Cultural → Understanding cultural communica on norms



Emotional → Developing the ability to communicate feelings
and emotions
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Communication and child
development

European Union

0-3 years
-Eye contact
-Turn taking and sharing
-‘babbling’ noises (pre-linguistic,
i.e. mama, dada, baba)
- simple words and sentences

3-5 years
-Communicating simple facts and
feelings
-Simple story telling
-Communicate through drawing,
play and stories
-Increased understanding of social
aspects of speech

6-12 years
-Increased ability to relate to
friends and others
-More highly developed language
and communication skills
-Increased cultural communication
awareness

13-18 years
-Developing stronger sense of selfidentity
-Interest in emotional
independence
-Highly developed intellectual skills
-Higher risk threshold
-Hormonal changes
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Understanding child development and
communication: better practice
Helps professionals to…..
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Make individualised assessments
Identify potential challenges to communication
Understand communication needs based on individual
knowledge, development and skills
Develop communication plans for individual child
Identify developmental delays or concerns and obtain
help for the child and family, or to prevent harm

Factors that may affect development
and communication
Medical and health factors:

Environmental factors:

• Diet

• Living in conflict

• Sleep patterns

• Changing or unstable

• Complications at birth

environments

• Inherited medical conditions
Social factors:
• Exposure to violence
• Gender expectations
• (Lack of) stable relationships
• (Lack of) attachment
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Others?
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Misunderstanding child development and
communication: poor practice
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Treating all children according to a ‘template’
Making judgments or decisions based on
assumptions, stereotypes or arbitrary criteria
Misunderstanding personality traits or
behaviour as developmental issues
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Understanding child development and
communication: ensuring good practice



Do not make assumptions
Key questions:
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What is best for this individual child in his or her individual
circumstances?
How might the child’s developmental and communication
needs affect the way I should communicate with him or
her?
How might the child’s developmental and communication
needs affect the decision I make?
Can I answer these questions or do I need to turn to
another professional for help?
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Developmental, personal and social
factors - example
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Developmental, personal or social factor
 Has suffered severe trauma



Communication behaviour
 Joking and laughing



How this could be misinterpreted
 The child is not traumatised; the child isn’t taking the process
seriously



What might be really be happening?
 The child expects nothing from the process/ the adult has not
explained what may happen
 The child has learned to appear calm, but is highly traumatised/
The adult may be too eager that the child is ‘happy’, without
questioning this
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Child language development






Children typically speak their first
word between 12 -16 months.
At 18 months, children use around 50 words.
At 24 months, children have an expressive
vocabulary of 200-300 words.
At 3 years, children can have a vocabulary of
500-1,100 words.
By 5-7 years, children have a vocabulary
of 3000-5000 words.

Taken from: http://www.talkingkids.org/2011/07/how-many-words-should-my-child-be.html
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World Café exercise questions
1. What types of cases are children most often
victims of or witnesses to locally and in
Nigeria as a whole?
2. What are the difference between children
who are victims or witnesses and adults
who are victims or witnesses?
3. What are the main ways that children who
are victims or witnesses should be treated
differently to adults?
European Union
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Underpinning child rights principles
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Non-discrimination (Article 2 UNCRC/ Article 3
ACRWC)
That the best interests of the child shall be a
primary consideration in all matters affecting
children (Article 3.1 UNCRC/ Article 4(1)
ACRWC)
The right to life, survival and development
(Article 6 UNCRC/ Article 5 ACRWC)
The right to be heard (Article 12
UNCRC/Article 4(2)/ Article 7 ACRWC)

Principles of justice for child victims
and witnesses


Rehabilitation, recovery and reintegration









Right to be treated with dignity and compassion
Right to be informed
Right to be heard and to express views and concerns
Right to privacy
Right to be protected from hardship during the
justice process
Right to reparation
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UNCRC 39

UN Guidelines on Justice in Matters involving Child Victims
and Witnesses 2005/20
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Tips for interviewing child victims and
witnesses
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Choose a comfortable, private environment
Avoid wearing uniform
Use open-ended prompts:
“And then what happened?”
“Tell me more about that.”
Allow the child to control how fast the
interview proceeds
Avoid leading questions
Avoid interruptions
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Truth
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How do you know whether a child is telling the
truth?
How do you know whether a child
understands what it means to tell the truth?
Are any children too young to be interviewed?
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Four steps of interviewing
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First step: build rapport
Second step: narrative recall
Third step: ask questions
Fourth step: closing and explanation of next
steps
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Child abuse involves
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Physical abuse
Sexual abuse
Emotional abuse
Neglect
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Physical abuse definition


Physical abuse is deliberately hurting a child
causing injuries such as bruises, broken bones,
burns or cuts
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(NSPCC, UK NGO, definition)
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Indicators of physical abuse
PHYSICAL INDICATORS
BEHAVIOURAL INDICATORS
• Unexplained bruises and marks: found on the • Requests or feels deserving of punishment
face, torso, buttocks, back or thighs and can • Afraid to go home and/or requests to stay in
reflect shape of object used (electric cord, belt
school/day care etc.
buckle)
• Overly shy, tends to avoid physical contact
• Unexplained fractures/dislocation often involve
with adults especially parents
facial structure or skull, and bones around the
• Displays behavioural extremes (withdrawal
joints may include multiple or spiral fractures
or aggression)
• Unexplained burns, often on the palms, soles,
• Suggests that other children should be
buttocks and back can reflect pattern indicative
punished in a harsh manner
of cigarettes, electrical appliances, immersion in
• Cries excessively and/or sits and stares
water or rope burn
•
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Other unexplained injuries, lacerations, •
abrasions, human bite marks or pinch marks, •
loss of hair/bald patches, retinal haemorrhage,
abdominal injuries

Reports injury by parents
Gives unbelievable explanations for injuries
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Sexual abuse definition






A child is sexually abused when they are
forced or persuaded to take part in sexual
activities.
This doesn't have to be physical contact and it
can happen online.
Sometimes the child won't understand that
what's happening to them is abuse.
They may not even understand that it's wrong
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(NSPCC definition)
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Indicators of sexual abuse
PHYSICAL INDICATORS

BEHAVIOURAL INDICATORS
Excessive masturbation in young children

•

Somatic complaints, including pain and •
irritation to the genitals
•
Sexually transmitted disease

•

Pregnancy in young adolescents

Depression, suicidal gestures

•

Frequent unexplained sore throats, or yeast •
or urinary infections
•

•
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•

Sexual knowledge or behaviour beyond that
expected for the child’s development level

Chronic runaway
Frequent psychosomatic complaints, such as
headache, backache or stomach ache

•

Drug or alcohol abuse

•

Avoid undressing or wear extra layer of
clothes

•

Suddenly avoid certain familiar adults or
places

•

Decline in school performance
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Neglect
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Neglect is the ongoing failure to meet a child's basic
needs.
A child may be left hungry or dirty, without adequate
clothing, shelter, supervision, medical or health care.
A child may be put in danger or not protected from
physical or emotional harm.
They may not get the love, care and attention they
need from their parents.
A child who's neglected will often suffer from other
abuse as well. Neglect is dangerous and can cause
serious, long-term damage - even death.
 (NSPCC Definition)
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Indicators of neglect
PHYSICAL INDICATORS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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BEHAVIOURAL INDICATORS

Height and weight significantly below age •
level
•
Inappropriate clothing for weather
•

Begging or stealing food

Poor hygiene, including lice, body odour, scaly •
skin
•
Child abandoned or left with inadequate
•
supervision
•
Untreated illness or injury
•
Lack of safe, warm, sanitary shelter
•
Lack of necessary medical and dental care

Chronic hunger

Falling asleep in school, lethargic
Poor school attendance, frequent tardiness

Dull, apathetic appearance
Running away from home
Repeated acts of vandalism
Reports no caregiver in the home
Assumes adult responsibilities
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Emotional abuse
Emotional abuse is the ongoing emotional
maltreatment or emotional neglect of a
child. It’s sometimes called psychological
abuse and can seriously damage a child’s
emotional health and development.
 Emotional abuse can involve deliberately
trying to scare or humiliate a child or
isolating or ignoring them.
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(NSPCC definition)
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Indicators of emotional abuse
PHYSICAL INDICATORS
•

Eating disorders

•

Sleep disturbance, nightmares

•

BEHAVIOURAL INDICATORS
•

Habitual disorders, such as biting, rocking, head
banging, thumb sucking by an older child

Wetting or soiling by school age child

•

Poor peer relationships

•

Speech disorders, stuttering

•

•

Failure to thrive

Behavioural extremes, overly
demanding, withdrawn-aggressive

•

Developmental lags

•

Self-destructive behaviour, oblivious to hazards
and risks

•

Asthma, severs allergies, or ulcers

•

Chronic academic under achievement
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complaint-
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Online abuse
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Online abuse is any type of abuse that happens on the web,
whether through social networks, playing online games or using
mobile phones. Children and young people may experience
cyberbullying, grooming, sexual abuse, sexual exploitation or
emotional abuse.
Children can be at risk of online abuse from people they know, as
well as from strangers. Online abuse may be part of abuse that is
taking place in the real world (for example bullying or grooming).
Or it may be that the abuse only happens online (for example
persuading children to take part in sexual activity online).
 (NSPCC definition)
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Whether to pursue prosecution
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The act itself
The impact on the child
Decision with the support of Social Welfare
Department
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Making the decision
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The best interests of the child in pursuing
prosecution AND
The quality of the evidence and likelihood to
prove beyond a reasonable doubt.
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Domestic violence case study – 09:00


It is Monday morning and you have just come on duty
when you are handed a message from the head
teacher of the local school. They are concerned that
two sisters age 5 and 7 have not been at school for the
past two weeks and they would like to talk to you. You
have a lot of paperwork to deal with:



What action would you take?
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Ring the head teacher to arrange an appointment later in the day?
Ignore the message until you have cleared your desk of the
outstanding paperwork?
Ask a local police officer to visit the head teacher to find out what
the problem is?
Attend the school yourself?
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Domestic violence case study – 09:50
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You attend the school and you briefly interview the head
teacher who gives you the following information.
The 2 children are normally bought to and collected from
school by their mother and until recently the children were
behaving normally but they changed from being normally
happy outgoing children who took an active part in all the
activities, to become quiet and withdrawn.
Two weeks ago their father bought them to school and
collected them in the afternoon stating that his wife was
not very well and spending a few days resting on the orders
of the local doctor.
All the head teacher knows about the father is that he is a
prominent businessman who travels extensively
throughout the country.
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Domestic violence case study – 10:15






You attend the house and the door is answered by the
housekeeper. She explains that Madame is indisposed
and the master is working away.
The children have been kept off school because their
Mother has a viral infection and they do not want the
children infecting their classmates.
You ask to see the children but you are refused entry
by the housekeeper who tells you to wait until the
master gets home in 2 days’ time.
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What is your next course of action?
What powers do you have to enter the house?
Who else could you call to assist you?
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Domestic violence case study – 10:30






As you are talking to the housekeeper and explaining
your reason for being at the house and the powers
that you have a women appears at the door and you
immediately see that she has swelling and bruising to
her cheek and a wound to her mouth.
She invites you into the house as the neighbours are
starting to come out of their houses to see what is
happening.
As you go into the house you see two young children
and they appear to be unharmed. You see that the
house is comfortably furnished, giving an impression
of a prosperous family.
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What will you do now?
How will you deal with the children?
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Domestic violence case study – 11:00
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You have been talking to the woman, who you learn is
the mother of the two children. Her husband, who is a
banker is away on business.
She stresses that the two children are unharmed but
that she decided to keep them away from school as
she did not want anyone else to see her condition.
She is reluctant to be interviewed as this type of
incident has never happened before and she believes
it is because her husband is under a great deal of
strain at work.
However, she finally agrees to be interviewed. She is
happy for the housekeeper to look after the children
as she has been employed by the family since the girls
were born.
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Planning the interview
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Where will the interview take place?
How will you interview the mother and what
information would you want?
What advice/options can you give her after
the interview has concluded?
What would be your next course of action?
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Domestic violence case study – 13:00






You have interviewed the woman and she has
provided you with a statement but it is obvious to
you that she does not wish to press charges.
She firmly believes that this incident was totally
out of character for her husband and she intends
to return home.
She is insistent that her children will come to no
harm when he returns from his business trip.
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What will you do now?
What advice can you give to the survivor?
What will you do about the children?
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A separate system of child-justice
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There should be a separate system for juvenile
justice, which means that children’s cases
should be handled separately, using separate
laws and policies and by trained officers
(Article 40(3) UNCRC)

Children in conflict with the law –
Article 37 UNCRC


Children should be protected from:
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Torture, other cruel, inhumane or degrading
treatment or punishment;
Capital punishment; Life imprisonment without
release; and
Unlawful/arbitrary deprivation of liberty

Any arrest or detention shall be in conformity
with the law.
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Children in conflict with the law –
Article 37 UNCRC


During custody, a child should:
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Be separated from adults;
Have the right to maintain contact with their
family;
Have the right to have the detention reviewed;
Have access to a lawyer.

Custody should be used as a measure of last
resort and for the shortest appropriate period
of time.
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Children in conflict with the law –
Article 40 UNCRC
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Children accused of a crime shall be treated in
a manner appropriate to his/ her age.
Children are innocent until proven guilty.
Children should have access to a lawyer.
Children should have protection of their.
privacy at all stages.
States shall set a minimum age of criminal
responsibility.
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Principles of a juvenile justice system


Children must be treated in a way that
protects their dignity and worth




Initiation of case and investigation must
happen without delay
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(Article 40(1) UNCRC; Beijing Rule 10)

(Article 40(2)(b)(iii) UNCRC; GC 10 para. 23)

The aim of child-friendly justice is to promote
rehabilitation and reintegration, not
punishment and retribution.
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Age determination methods
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Government issued ID cards or passports;
Birth registration certificates;
School records;
Medical records ;
Other agency records or case files;
Medical or social assessment – note that this
can be invasive and time-consuming.

Step one: When asking the child about who they
are, ask what age and for identification
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Stipulated age is above minimum
age of criminal responsibility but
below 18

Stipulated age is below minimum
age of criminal responsibility

Stipulated age is above 18 at
time of offence

Step two: Do you agree with the stipulated
age?
Yes

No

Proceed according to
stipulated age
(but seek verification as
part of investigation)

Step three: In what way do you think the stipulated age is
wrong?
Stipulated age is wrong: the
child is suspected to be over the
minimum age of criminal
responsibility but under 18

Stipulated age is wrong: the
child is below the minimum age
of criminal responsibility

Stipulated age is wrong: the
child is suspected to be an adult

Step four: is there a quick way to verify the age?
Yes
Proceed according to
verified age
(but seek verification as
part of investigation)

20/10/2018
European
Union

No
Proceed according to
stipulated age and
continue to seek
verification
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Arrest
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Prohibition of violence and abuse – violence or abuse
is never acceptable under any circumstances.
 If a Police Officer is found to have perpetrated
violence or abuse towards a child, it is a criminal
matter to be prosecuted.
Avoidance of harm – during arrest, all Police Officers
should avoid bringing harm to a child and promote the
well-being of the child.
 This includes avoiding actions, attitudes, and
language that could harm the child physically or
psychologically.
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Arrest


Minimisation of force and restraint –in
limited circumstances, a small amount of force
and restraint may be necessary to arrest a
child. However, violence is never acceptable,
under any circumstances.
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All use of force and restraint should be minimised
and the last possible resort.
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Arrest


Non-use of weapons – as far as possible,
Police Officers should avoid showing, and
especially using, weapons when arresting
children.




Dress – as far as practicable, a Police Officer
should not wear uniform when arresting a
child.
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This includes batons and sticks, and especially
firearms.

Officers deployed to arrest children should be
dressed in civilian attire.
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Arrest


Non-delay – when a child is arrested, the arresting
Officers must endeavour to bring the child to the
Police Station as soon as possible to begin charge
proceedings.




Separation of children and adults – children must be
separated from adults while in police custody and
attempts should be made to separate children from
adults at all times, including in transportation to the
Police Station.
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Children must not be interviewed outside the Police
Station.

Where separation is not possible, a Police Officer
should be present to ensure that the child is not
harmed.
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Arrest
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Child protection – as with all interactions with
children, Police Officers must be conscious of
child protection concerns and must be
prepared to notify Social Welfare Officers if it
is felt that the child being arrested, or any
other children with whom the Police Officer
has interacted, is at risk of or suffering from
harm.
Internal transferral – whenever a child is
arrested, the case must be transferred
immediately to a Specialist Child Unit or to
specialist officers.

Where should an interview take
place?


What makes an interview environment friendly
to children?






What makes an interview environment
unfriendly for children?
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Safe
Clean
Ventilated

Drab and uncomfortable
Dirty
Public
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Interview dos
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Do not shout or be overly stern;
Use simple language (avoid technical terms and jargon that
children are unlikely to understand);
Ask one question at a time;
Explain that it is OK for the child to say ‘I don’t know’ or ‘I don’t
remember’;
Wear less formal clothing;
Change language according to the age and maturity of the child;
Take regular breaks;
Give the child refreshments;
Make sure that the child has the right people with him/her to
support the child and make him/her feel comfortable.
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Interview don’ts
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Avoid leading questions;
Avoid using questions that involve comparative
judgements;
Do not use aggressive, confrontational or degrading
language;
Do not repeat the same question over and over again;
Avoid multiple clauses within sentences;
Avoid questions within questions, leading questions,
and double negatives.
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Interview practices
Poor practice

Problems with this question

Same question, asked differently

Is it not true that you were not supposed to
be in the school at that time?

Double negative, leading question and
confusing structure

Were you supposed/allowed to be at the school
at that time? OR

Aggressive and intimidating tone
Multiple questions at the same time

Where were you supposed to be at that time?
Did you take the bike?
Who did you speak with? OR

You stole the bike, didn’t you?!
Was it a woman you spoke with, and what
age was she, and what did you say?

Thinking about the person you spoke with, was
that person a woman or a man?
… What age was he/she?

So, you were there at 9pm, with your friend
Saira?

Please explain, using the proper terms,
where he touched you

Multiple closed questions at the same
time – it is not clear which one to
answer

Forces the child to use language he/she
may not be comfortable with

… What did you say?
Where were you at 9pm? OR You were there at
9pm? (as a clarifying question)
Were you with anyone? OR You were there with
your friend Saira (as a clarifying question)
Please explain, in words you are comfortable
with, what happened
OR – could you show me on this doll/diagram
where he touched you
(OR, refer to previous testimony where possible)
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Diversion
Diversion
Approach (Article
40(3)(b) and 40(4)
UNCRC and Beijing
Rules 6 &11)

Child comes into contact with
the law

Non-diversion
approach

police

prosecutors

Court/ trial
Pre-trial diversion

Post-trial diversion
(alternative sentencing)
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Deprivation of liberty
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Diversion options
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Warning
Mediation
Counselling
Supervision
Community rehabilitation project
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Police diversion steps
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Step 1: Is the case appropriate for diversion?
Step 2: What is the most appropriate measure?
Step 3: Are all the criteria for that form of diversion met?
Step 4: Explain the selected diversion measure, and the
consequences of compliance/ non-compliance with the measure
to the child
Step 5: Is the child accepted to the diversion project or activity?
Step 6: Obtain the admission of the offence from the child and
consent of the child and his/her parents/ guardian or Social
Welfare Officer
Step 7: Record the diversion measure
Step 8: Follow up the diversion measure
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Criteria for diversion
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Admission: the child must make a clear and reliable admission to all
elements of the offences. This provision is extremely important and
is reiterated throughout this section.
Evidence: the evidence must be clear enough that there would be a
realistic prospect of conviction upon prosecution.
Consent: the child must consent to the diversion measure freely,
voluntarily and in writing.
Understanding: the child and his or her parents/ guardian/ carer/
representative must understand the diversionary measure, including
the potential consequences of failure to comply with the measure.
Restriction of use of confession: a child’s admission in the process of
agreeing a diversion measure may never be used as evidence of guilt
in criminal proceedings.
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Next steps
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Diversion
Referral to the State Counsel/ Attorney/
Prosecutor
Referral to Social Welfare Department for
being in need of care and protection
No further action
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Closing
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Thank you for your attention
Do you need any further information?
Congratulations on completing the training!

